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AGENT HEADSHOT

8109 South Laclede Station Rd
Affton, 63123

Circa 1951:                      Beautifully updated, all brick ranch sitting on over a half acre is ready 
to move right in. Entertaining is easy w/ open floor plan where LR, DR and 
Kitchen all flow together. Kitchen is a cook's delight with 5 burner gas cooktop, 
double ovens, granite counters, ample custom cabinets, center isle and 2 large 
windows overlooking the park-like, fully fenced yard. Exit the DR to a large 900 
sq. ft. patio with plenty of room to take the party outside. LR has wood burning 
fireplace and wall of windows with louvered shutters. Gleaming wood floors, 
crown moulding, recessed lights, and new interior doors give it a polished, light 
and airy feel. Bedrooms are spacious and double-door closets provide plenty of 
storage. Lower level is large and open - including partial bath that would be easy 
to finish. Attached garage and long/turnaround driveway provide plenty of 
parking and easy access to everything - highways, Webster Groves dining and 
shopping, parks and schools. Don't miss it!

Jenn Brenner

(314) 283-3368
Jenn.Brenner@CircaSTL.com
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 8109LACLEDESTATION.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Large, level lot
P Newer roof and gutters
P Partial bath in basement is ready to finish
P Extra living space potential with wide

open, clean basement that is ready to
finish
P Beautiful wood floors throughout
P Nicely updated kitchen and bath
P Updated lighting throughout
P Newer stainless steel appliances
P Close proximity to Webster Groves

acclaimed dining and boutique shops
P Peaceful backyard has large patio with

brick border wall and mature trees


